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A NOTE ON THE STRONG FELLER PROPERTY OF
DIFFUSION PROCESSES
TIMUR YASTRZHEMBSKIY
Abstract. In this note we prove the strong Feller property of a strong
Markov quasi diffusion process corresponding to an elliptic operator with
merely bounded measurable coefficients. We also prove Ho¨lder continu-
ity of harmonic functions associated with the quasi diffusion process and
Harnack inequality. As an application, we show that for such diffusion
processes the probabilistic definition of a regular boundary point coin-
cides with the ’analytic’ one. The parabolic counterparts of these results
are presented as well. The proofs are adaptations of arguments from [8]
and [11].
1. Introduction and Main Results
Let d ≥ 1, Rd be the Euclidean space of points x = (x1, . . . , xd). Let Bd
be the Borel sigma-algebra on Rd. For A ∈ Bd let ∂A be its boundary, A¯ be
its closure, and |A| be its Lebesgue measure. For r > 0 and x ∈ Rd denote
Br = {y ∈ R
d : |y| < r}, Br(x) = x+Br.
For an open set G we denote by B(G) the set of bounded Borel measurable
functions. Let C(Rd) be the space of bounded continuous functions on Rd,
and C20 (R
d) be the space of twice continuously differentiable functions with
compact support.
Let ν,K > 0 be numbers and a(t, x) = (aij(t, x), i, j = 1, . . . , d), b(t, x) =
(bi(t, x), i = 1, . . . , d) be Borel measurable functions such that, for every
(t, x) ∈ Rd+1, ξ ∈ Rd, i, j
ν|ξ|2 ≤ akl(t, x)ξkξl ≤ ν−1|ξ|2, aij ≡ aji, |bi(t, x)| < K. (1.1)
Denote
L = aijDxixj + b
iDxi , (1.2)
and let Ltν,K be the set of all such operators with coefficients satisfying (1.1).
By N(·) we denote a positive constant depending only on the parameters
listed inside the parenthesis.
Results in the elliptic case. First, we consider the case when a and b
are independent of t.
Let Ω be the set of all continuous Rd-valued functions x·, Nt = σ(xη , η ∈
[0, t]), N∞ = σ(xt, t ≥ 0). Let X = (xt,∞,Nt, Px) be a Markov process in
1
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the terminology of [3]. We say that X is a quasi diffusion process corre-
sponding to L and denote it by X(L) if for any φ ∈ C20 (R
d), t ∈, x ∈ Rd,
φ(x) = Exφ(xt)− Ex
∫ t
0
Lφ(xη) dη. (1.3)
Here by Ex we mean the integral over Ω with respect to Px. Note that we
may replace (1.3) by the following condition:
ζt = φ(xt)− φ(x)−
∫ t
0
Lφ(xη) dη (1.4)
is a centered martingale relative to (Nt, t ≥ 0) on the probability space
(Ω,N∞, Px). The fact that ξt is a martingale with zero mean implies (1.4).
The other implication follows from the Markov property.
It is a classical fact that that there exists a strong Markov process X(L).
This result was first proved by N.V. Krylov in [5]. A different proof was later
given by R.F. Bass in [2]. It is shown in [14, 15] that such strong Markov
process is generally not unique. However, under certain regularity assump-
tions on the leading coefficients, uniqueness does hold. An interested reader
can find some classical results in [16, 2] and some recent developments in
[12]. Strong Markov quasi diffusion processes corresponding to elliptic op-
erators with discontinuous coefficients arise naturally in stochastic optimal
control as Markov processes controlled by an optimal Markov policy (see
Remark 1.1 of [6]).
Strong Feller property and regular boundary points of quasi diffusion pro-
cesses.
Definition 1.1. We say that a quasi diffusion process X(L) is strong Feller
if for any number t > 0 and f ∈ B(Rd), the function Ttf(x) := Exf(xt) is
continuous on Rd.
In the sequel, the process X(L) is strong Markov.
Theorem 1.1. For any f ∈ B(Rd), r ∈ (0, 1], t > 0, x0 ∈ R
d, and xi ∈
B¯r(x0), i = 1, 2
|Ttf(x1)− Ttf(x2)| ≤ Nr
−α|x1 − x2|
α sup
B2r(x0)
|Ttf |,
where N,α depend only on d, ν, and K. If b ≡ 0, then this conclusion holds
for r > 1.
To state the corollary of this theorem we denote for G ⊂ Rd
τG = inf{t ≥ 0 : xt 6∈ G}, inf ∅ =∞. (1.5)
We call τG the first exit time from G. It is well known that if G is an open
set, then τG is a stopping time relative to (Nt, t ≥ 0). If, in addition, G is
bounded, and x ∈ G then, τG < ∞ Px a.s. (see, for example, Proposition
1.8.2 of [2]). Similarly, we define the first exit time from G after +0 as
follows:
τ ′G = inf{t > 0 : xt 6∈ G}.
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Further, in the terminology of [3] a point x ∈ ∂G is called regular if
Px(τ
′
G = 0) = 1,
and, the same point is called almost regular if
lim
G∋y→x
Eyg(xτG) = g(x)
for any g ∈ B(Rd) that is continuous at the point x. Further, if the coef-
ficients aij are regular enough, say, continuous everywhere, then, Eyg(xτG)
coincides with the Perron solution to the Dirichlet problem
Lu = 0 a.e. inG, u = g on ∂G.
The following assertions are used in [10] to explain the idea behind the
construction of operators with discontinuous coefficients.
Corollary 1.2. Let G ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain. Then, the following
assertions hold.
(i) The probability Px(τ
′
G = 0) is either 0 or 1.
(ii) A boundary point is regular if and only if it is almost regular.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 1.1 the process X(L) is strong Feller. Then, by
Theorem 3.5 of [3] (xt,∞,Nt+, Px) is a Markov process. Note that τ
′
G is
an N0+ measurable random variable, and, hence, the claim holds by the
zero-one law (see Corollary 1 in Section 3 of Chapter 3 of [3]) ).
(ii) Since X(L) is strong Feller, by Theorem 13.3 of [3] a regular point is
almost regular. The other implication is proved in Corollary 1 of [4].

Results for harmonic functions.
Definition 1.2. We say that u is a harmonic function for X(L) on a
bounded domain G if u ∈ B(G), and for any domain D ⊂ G, and any
x ∈ D, one has
u(x) = Exu(xτD).
Example 1.3. One common example of harmonic functions is an exit dis-
tribution for the process X defined as
piG(x,A) := Px(xτG ∈ A ∩ ∂G), A ∈ B
d.
By the strong Markov property the function x → piG(x,A) is harmonic for
X(L) on G. Note that the next two results hold for this function.
Theorem 1.4. Let r ∈ (0, 1], x0 ∈ R
d, and u be a harmonic function for
X(L) on B2r(x0). Then, for any x, y ∈ B¯r(x0)
|u(x)− u(y)| ≤ Nr−α|x− y|α sup
B2r(x0)
|u|
with N,α depending only on d, ν, and K. If b ≡ 0, then the conclusion also
holds for r > 1.
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Theorem 1.5 (Harnack inequality). Invoke the assumptions of Theorem
1.4 and assume additionally that u is a nonnegative function on B2r(x0).
Then, for any x ∈ B¯r/2(x0) we have
u(x0) ≤ N(d, ν,K)u(x).
If b ≡ 0, the assertion also holds for r > 1.
Remark 1.6. Let us call the assumption that u is harmonic for X(L) on
D = Br(x0) by (A) and the one that u ∈ B(D) and u(xt∧τD ), t ≥ 0 is a
martingale relative to (Nt, t ≥ 0) by (A
′).
In [2] it is shown that Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 holds with the assumption
(A) replaced by (A′) and the additional constraint b ≡ 0 (see Theorems 5.7.5
and 5.7.6 of [2]).
Actually, (A′) and (A) are very similar. Indeed, by Doob’s sampling
theorem (A′) implies (A). Further, assume that (A) holds and let G be an
open set such that G¯ ⊂ D, and τ be a stopping time. Then, by the strong
Markov property
u(x) = ExExτu(xτG)IτG>τ +Exu(xτG)IτG≤τ
= Exu(xτ )IτG>τ + Exu(xτG)IτG≤τ = Exu(xτ∧τG).
Since the equality between the extreme terms hold for any bounded stopping
time, u(xt∧τG), t ≥ 0 is a martingale.
Results in the parabolic case.
Let ωt be continuous R
d+1-valued function, and x0t be its first compo-
nent, and xt be the last d components. Denote Ω˜ = C([0,∞),R
d+1),
N˜t = σ(ωr, r ∈ [0, t]), N˜∞ = σ(ωt, t ≥ 0). Let Y = (ωt,∞, N˜t, Ps,x)
be a time-homogeneous Markov process in the terminology of [3], where
s ∈ R, x ∈ Rd. We say that Y (Dt + L) := Y is a quasi diffusion process
corresponding to Dt + L if
x0t = s+ t, Ps,x a.s.,
and for any φ ∈ C20(R
d+1)
φ(s, x) =Es,xφ(ωt)− Es,x
∫ t
0
(Dt + L)φ(ωη) dη
= Es,xφ(s+ t, xt)− Es,x
∫ t
0
(Dt + L)φ(s + η, xη) dη.
(1.6)
One can show that a strong Markov quasi diffusion process Y (Dt+L) ex-
ists by repeating the argument of [5] and replacing the Alexandrov estimate
by its parabolic counterpart (see Section 2.2 of [7]). The existence of such
process also follows from a more general result of [1].
In the sequel, we assume that Y (Dt + L) is strong Markov.
Parabolic analogue of the strong Feller property.
For (ti, xi), i = 1, 2 and T, r > 0 we denote
ρ((t1, x1), (t2, x2)) = |t1 − t2|
1/2 + |x1 − x2|.
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QT,r = [0, T )×Br, Qr = Qr2,r, Qr(t, x) = (t, x) +Qr.
Here is the parabolic counterpart of Theorem 1.1. This time, however, our
result does not imply that Y (Dt + L) is strong Feller (see Remark 1.8).
Theorem 1.7. For T ∈ R, f ∈ B(Rd) denote
H(s, x) = Es,xf(xT−s), s ∈ (−∞, T ), x ∈ R
d. (1.7)
Then, there exist constants N,α depending only on d, ν,K such that for any
r ∈ (0, 1], (s0, x0) ∈ R
d+1, and any (si, xi) ∈ Q¯r(s0, x0), i = 1, 2,
|H(s1, x1)−H(s2, x2)| ≤ Nr
−αρα((s1, x1), (s2, x2)) sup
Q2r(s0,x0)
|H|.
Remark 1.8. Let f : R → R be a function discontinuous at 1. Then, the
function (s, x) → Es,xf(ω1) = f(s + 1) is discontinuous on {0} × R
d, and,
then, Y (Dt + L) is not a strong Feller process.
The next theorem states that Y (Dt + L) is a Feller process.
Theorem 1.9. For any f ∈ C(Rd+1) and T > 0 the function u(s, x) =
Es,xf(s+ T, xT ) is of class C(R
d+1).
To state the next results we introduce some notation. For a set A ⊂ Rd+1
we denote by ∂pA the parabolic boundary of A, that is, a subset of ∂A of
all points (s0, x0) such that there exists a function x· ∈ C([0,∞),R
d) and a
number ε ∈ (0, s0] such that (t, xt) ∈ A for all t ∈ [s0 − ε, s0). In particular,
∂pQr(t, x) = ((t, t+ r
2)× ∂Br(x)) ∪ ({t+ r
2} × B¯r(x)).
For a nonempty open set Q ⊂ Rd+1 and s ∈ R we denote
τ(Q) = inf{t ≥ 0 : ωt 6∈ Q},
τs(Q) = inf{t ≥ 0 : (s+ t, xt) 6∈ Q}. (1.8)
We make a few observations. First, τ(Q) is a stopping time relative to
(N˜t, t ≥ 0), and τs(Q) is a stopping time relative to (Nt, t ≥ 0). Second, for
any s, x,
τs(Q) = τ(Q) Ps,x a.s.
Third, for any (s, x) ∈ Q we have
τs(Q) = inf{t ≥ 0 : (s + t, xt) ∈ ∂pQ}.
We say that u is a harmonic function for Y (Dt + L) on Q if u ∈ B(Q)
and for any domain G such that G ⊂ Q and (s, x) ∈ G, one has
u(s, x) = Es,xu(ωτ(G)) = Es,xu(s+ τs(G), xτs(G)).
Example 1.10. The first example of a harmonic function is an exit distri-
bution given by
piQ(s, x,A) = Ps,x((s + τs(Q), xτs(Q)) ∈ A ∩ ∂pQ), A ∈ B
d+1.
Indeed, by the strong Markov property the function (s, x) → piQ(s, x,A) is
harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on Q.
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The second example is the function H(s, x) given by (1.7). First, we
prove that H(s, x) is a measurable function. It suffices to show that a func-
tion h(s, x, t) = Es,xf(xt) is measurable. By the standard approximation
argument we may assume that f is bounded and continuous. Due to con-
tinuity of xt, h(s, x, t) is a continuous function of t. On the other hand,
h(s, x, t) is a measurable function of (s, x) because so is the transition func-
tion Ps,x(ωt ∈ A), A ∈ B
d+1. Combining these two facts, we conclude that
h(s, x, t) is measurable.
Next, we show that H is harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on (T0, T )×D, where
D ⊂ Rd is a bounded set. Let s ∈ (T0, T ). By the strong Markov property
for any stopping time τ ≤ T2 − s relative to (N˜t, t ≥ 0)
Es,xf(xT−s) = Es,xEs+τ,xτf(xT−s−τ ) = Es,xH(s+ τ, xτ ).
This implies the validity of the claim.
Most of the theorems stated above will be derived from the next two
theorems.
Theorem 1.11. Let r ∈ (0, 1], (s0, x0) ∈ R
d+1, and u be a harmonic func-
tion for Y (Dt+L) on Q2r(s0, x0). Then, there exist constants N,α depend-
ing only on d, ν,K such that for any (si, xi) ∈ Q¯r(t0, x0), i = 1, 2
|u(s1, x1)− u(s2, x2)| ≤ Nr
−αρα((s1, x1), (s2, x2)) sup
Q2r(s0,x0)
|u|. (1.9)
Theorem 1.12 (Harnack inequality). Let (t0, x0) ∈ R
d+1, r ∈ (0, 1], ε ∈
(0, 1), and u be a nonnegative harmonic function for Y (Dt+L) onQ8r2,2r(t0, x0).
Then, there exists a constant N depending only on d, ν,K and ε such that
u(r2, x0) ≤ N inf
x∈B¯(2−ε)r(x0)
u(t0, x).
If b ≡ 0, then the claim holds for r > 1.
Remark 1.13. In the case when a and b are independent of t and b ∈ Ld
in [13] N.V. Krylov proves the existence of a strong Markov quasi diffusion
process corresponding to L. Further, he shows that this process has strong
Feller property (see Theorem 4.12 of [13]). In fact, it is shown that Ttf(x)
is continuous on (0, T )×Rd. Further, under the aforementioned conditions,
in Section 6 of [13] the author proves the appropriate versions of Theorems
1.4, 1.5, 1.11, and 1.12 of the present paper.
The rest of the note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove some
lemmas including a probabilistic version of the Krylov-Safonov estimate. In
Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.11 first, then we obtain Theorems 1.1, 1.7, and
1.4 as corollaries. In Section 4 we prove the parabolic Harnack inequality
and derive the elliptic one from it.
Finally, this author would like to thank his advisor N.V. Krylov for the
statement of the problem, useful suggestions and attention to this work.
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2. Auxiliary results
The following lemma is a version of Theorem 4.5.1 of [16].
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let Y (Dt+L) be a quasi diffusion process. Then, for any
(s, x) there exists a Wiener process wt on the probability space (Ω, N˜∞, Ps,x)
such that x· solves the following stochastic differential equation:
xt = x+
∫ t
0
b(s + η, xη) dη +
∫ t
0
√
2a(s + η, xη) dwη (2.1)
on the same probability space.
(ii) Assume that a and b are independent of t and let X(L) be a quasi
diffusion process. Then, on (Ω,N∞, Px) there exists a Wiener process wt
such that x· satisfies
xt = x+
∫ t
0
b(xη) dη +
∫ t
0
√
2a(xη) dwη.
Proof. Denote
bη = b(s+ η, xη), aη = a(s+ η, xη).
First, note that by the Markov property, for any v ∈ C20 (R
d) and (1.6)
the process
v(xt)− v(x)−
∫ t
0
Lv(xη) dη
is a centered martingale relative to (N˜t, t ≥ 0) on (Ω, N˜∞, Ps,x). By the
standard approximation argument, for v = xi and v = xixj, the above
process is a local martingale. Then, by what was just said
ξit := x
i
t −
∫ t
0
biη dη,
ξijt := x
i
tx
j
t −
∫ t
0
(biηx
j
η + b
j
ηx
i
η) dη − 2
∫ t
0
aijη dη
are local martingales.
Next, denote
φt =
∫ t
0
bη dη.
We claim that
ζ ijt := ξ
i
tξ
j
t − 2
∫ t
0
aijη dη
is a local martingale. To prove this, first, we rewrite ξijt as follows:
ξijt = ξ
i
tξ
j
t + ξ
i
tφ
j
t + ξ
j
tφ
i
t + φ
i
tφ
j
t
−
∫ t
0
(biηξ
j
η + b
j
ηξ
i
η) dη −
∫ t
0
(biηφ
j
η + b
j
ηφ
i
η) dη − 2
∫ t
0
aij(s+ η, xη) dη.
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Due to integration by parts the sum of the fourth and the sixth terms on the
right hand side of the above expression is zero. Further, thanks to Lemma
3.6.15 of [9], the process
ξitφ
j
t −
∫ t
0
ξiηb
j
η dη
is a local martingale. Hence, ζ ijt is a local martingales. By this, the fact
that ξit is a local martingale, and Theorem 3.10.8 of [9] wt =
∫ t
0 (2aη)
−1/2 dξη
is a Wiener process, and Ps,x a.s. for all t ≥ 0
ξt − x =
∫ t
0
√
2aη dwη.

Lemma 2.2. Let (s0, x0) ∈ R
d+1, r > 0 be a number. Denote
aˆij(t, x) = aij(s0 + r
2t, x0 + rx), bˆ(t, x) = rb
i(s0 + r
2t, x0 + rx)
and let Lˆ be an operator given by (1.2) with a and b replaced by aˆ and bˆ.
For any open set A ⊂ Rd+1 we denote
Aˆ = {((t− s0)/r
2, (x− x0)/r) : (t, x) ∈ A}.
Let u be a harmonic function for Y (Dt + L) on Qr(s0, x0) if and only if
uˆ(s, x) = u(s0 + r
2s, x0 + rx)
is harmonic for some strong Markov process Y (Dt + Lˆ) on Q1(0, 0).
Proof. For any ω = (x0· , x·) ∈ Ω˜ we denote
xˆ0t = r
−2(x0r2t − s0), xˆt = r
−1(xr2t − x0), ωˆt = (xˆ
0
t , xˆt),
Nˆt = σ(ωˆη, η ∈ [0, t]), Pˆs,x = Ps0+r2s,x0+rx.
It follows that the process Xˆ := (ωˆt, Nˆt, Pˆs,x) is strong Markov. Below we
will show that Xˆ is a quasi diffusion process corresponding to Lˆ.
Note that by Lemma 2.1 xˆt satisfies the equation
xˆt = r
−1(x− x0) + r
−1
∫ r2t
0
b(s+ η, xη) dη + r
−1
∫ r2t
0
√
2a(s + η, xη) dwη
on (Ω, N˜∞, Ps,x). Due to the scaling property of a Wiener process w
r
η :=
r−1wr2η is a Wiener process on the same probability space, and
xˆt = r
−1(x− x0) + r
∫ t
0
b(s+ r2η, xr2η) dη +
∫ t
0
√
2a(s + r2η, xr2η) dw
r
η
= r−1(x−x0)+
∫ t
0
bˆ(r−2(s−s0)+η, xˆη)+
∫ t
0
√
2aˆ(r−2(s− s0) + η, xˆη) dw
r
η .
By Itoˆ’s formula applied to the process (r−2(s − s0) + t, xˆt), for any φ ∈
C20 (R
d+1) and t ≥ 0,
φ(r−2(s− s0), r
−1(x− x0)) = Es,xφ(r
−2(s − s0) + t, xˆt)
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−Es,x
∫ t
0
(Dt + Lˆ)φ(r
−2(s− s0) + η, xˆη) dη
= Eˆr−2(s−s0),r−1(x−x0)φ(ωˆt)− Eˆr−2(s−s0),r−1(x−x0)
∫ t
0
(Dt + Lˆ)φ(ωˆη) dη.
Hence, Xˆ is a quasi diffusion process corresponding to Lˆ.
Let u be any harmonic function forX(L) onQr(s0, x0), and A ⊂ Qr(s0, x0)
be an open set. Then, Ps,x a.s. we have
τs(A) := inf{t ≥ 0 : (s+ t, xt) 6∈ A}
= inf{t ≥ 0 : (r−2(s− s0) + r
−2t, r−1(xt − x0)) ∈6 Aˆ}
= r2 inf{t ≥ 0 : (r−2(s− s0) + t, xˆt) ∈6 Aˆ} := r
2τˆ .
On the other hand, τˆ coincides Pˆr−2(s−s0),r−1(x−x0) a.s. with the first exit
time from A for the trajectory ωˆt. By what was just said we get
Es,xu(s+ τs(A), xτs(A))
= Es,xuˆ(r
−2(s− s0) + τˆ , r
−1(xr2τˆ − x0))
= Eˆr−2(s−s0),r−1xuˆ(ωˆτˆ ).
This combined with the fact that u is harmonic for X(L) on A yields
uˆ(r−2(s− s0), r
−1(x− x0)) = Eˆr−2(s−s0),r−1(x−x0)uˆ(ωˆτˆ ).

The following lemma is a version of the so-called oblique cylinder lemma
(see Lemma 9.2.1 of [11]).
Lemma 2.3. Let u be a nonnegative harmonic function on Q8,2. Let r ∈
(0, 2], γ ∈ (0, 1], ε, κ ∈ (0, 1), T ∈ [κ, κ−1] be numbers and x0 ∈ R
d be a point
such that |x0| ≤ κ
−1. Denote V = {(t, x) : t ∈ [0, T ], |x − x0t/T | ≤ r} and
assume additionally V ⊂ Q8,2. Let u be a nonnegative harmonic function
for Y (Dt + L) on V . Then, there exist constants n,N > 0 depending only
on d, ν,K, κ and ε such that
inf
|x|≤(1−ε)r
u(0, x) ≥ Nγn inf
|x−x0|≤γr
u(T, x).
If b ≡ 0, then the estimate holds for r > 2.
Proof. We start by making several simplifications. First, by Lemma 2.2, we
may assume that r = 1. Second, we may assume thatm := inf |x−x0|≤γ u(T, x) =
1. Indeed, if m = 0 then the desired assertion trivially holds. Otherwise, we
replace u by u/m. Third, replacing γ by γε/2 we may assume that γ ≤ ε/2.
Fourth, it suffices to prove the estimate for |x| < 1 − ε/2, and, hence, we
may replace ε by ε/2.
Next, let µ = ε2 − γ2, y ∈ B1−ε, ξ = y − x0. Denote
φ(t, x) = µ(1− t/T )− |x− y + ξt/T |2 + γ2,
Q = {(t, x) : t ∈ [0, T ], φ(t, x) > 0}.
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Observe that Q ⊂ Q8,2 is an open set bounded by the slanted paraboloid
φ ≡ 0 and two planes t = 0 and t = T . The cross sections with these planes
are Bε(y) and Bγ(x0) respectively. Next, let n > 0 be a number which we
will choose later and denote
φ(t, x) = µ(1− t/T )− |x− y + ξt/T |2 + γ2,
v(t, x) = φ2(t, x)(µ(1 − t/T ) + γ2)−n,
By direct calculations
(µ(1− t/T ) + γ2)n(Dt + L)v(t, x) = A(t)φ
2(t, x)
−B(t, x)φ(t, x) + 8aij(t, x)(xi − yi + ξit/T )(xj − yj + ξjt/T ),
where
A(t) = nµ/T (µ(1− t/T ) + γ2)−1,
B(t, x) = 2µ/T + (4/T )ξi(xi − yi + ξit/T )
+4tra+ 4bi(t, x)(xi − yi + ξit/T ).
Since |ξi| ≤ 1− ε+ κ−1, and φ ≤ ε2 in Q, we have
|B(t, x)| ≤ N1(d, ν,K, ε,κ) ∀(t, x) ∈ Q.
Then, by what was just said, if t ∈ [0, T ] and
|x− y + ξt/T |2 ≥ (8ν)−1N1φ(t, x),
then one has (Dt + L)v(t, x) ≥ 0. In the case
t ∈ [0, T ], |x− y + ξt/T |2 ≤ (8ν)−1N1φ(t, x)
we have
µ(1− t) + γ2 ≤ (N1(8ν)
−1 + 1)φ(t, x),
and, then, since µ > 3ε2/4,
A(t, x)φ(t, x) −B(t, x) > (3/4)nε2(κ + κN1(8ν)
−1)−1 −N1.
The last expression is positive for
n = 2 + (4/3) ε−2N1(κ + κN1(8ν)
−1).
Hence, (Dt + L)v ≥ 0 in Q.
Further,
max
|x−x0|≤γ
v(T, x) ≤ γ4−2n, v(t, x) = 0, ifφ(t, x) = 0, t ∈ (0, T ),
so that v ≤ γ4−2nu on ∂pQ. Then, by Itoˆ’s formula and the fact that u is
harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on Q we get
ε4−2n = v(0, y) ≤ E0,yv(τ0(Q), xτ0(Q))
≤ γ4−2nE0,yu(τ0(Q), xτ0(Q)) = γ
4−2nu(0, y).
Replacing n by n− 2 we prove the desired assertion. 
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Lemma 2.4 (A variant of Krylov-Safonov inequality). Let r, q,κ ∈ (0, 1]
be numbers. Fix some (s, x) ∈ Q¯qκr2,κr and let Γ be any compact subset of
Qr such that |Γ| > q|Qr|.
Let a and b be Borel functions satisfying (1.1) and x· be a solution of (2.1)
on some probability space (Ω,F , P ). Denote τs = τs(Qr), γs = τs(Qr \ Γ).
Then, there exists a constant δ = δ(d, ν,K, q,κ) > 0 such that
P (γs < τs) > δ.
If b ≡ 0 then the assertion holds for r > 1.
Proof. Let µs,x be a positive finite Borel measure on Qr given by
µs,x(A) = Es,x
∫ τs
0
I(s+t,xt)∈A ds.
First, we will show that
µs,x(Γ) > δr
2 (2.2)
for some δ > 0.
Let Λtν,K ⊂ L
t
ν,K be the subset of operators with constant coefficients. We
consider the following Bellman’s equation:
inf
L∈Λtν,K
(Dt + L)v = −IΓ inQr, v = 0 on ∂pQr. (2.3)
By Theorem 15.1.4 of [11] there exists a unique solution v ∈W 1,2d+3(Qr). By
the Sobolev embedding theorem we conclude that v ∈ C(Q¯r).
Further, by Lemma 4.1.5 of [11] there exist measurable functions a˜, b˜
satisfying (1.1) such that
Dtv + a˜
ijDxixjv + b˜
iDxiv = −IΓ, inQr, v = 0 on ∂pQr. (2.4)
Then, by the maximum principle (see Theorem 3.1.5 of [11]) v ≥ 0 a.e. in
Qr. Next, for (t, y) ∈ Q1 we set
vˆn(t, y) = r
−2vn(r
2t, ry),
aˆ(t, y) = a˜(r2t, ry), bˆ(t, y) = rb˜(r2t, ry)
and note that vˆn satisfies Eq. (2.4) with a˜, b˜ and Qr replaced with aˆ, bˆ and
Q1 respectively. Observe that bˆ satisfies (1.1). Then, by Lemma 9.1.4 and
Theorem 9.1.2 of [11] there exists a constant δ = δ(d, ν,K, q,κ) > 0 such
that
v(s, x) ≥ δr2. (2.5)
Next, by Itoˆ’s formula (see Theorem 2.10.1 of [7])
v(s, x) = −Es,x
∫ τs
0
(Dt + L)v(s + t, xt) dt.
Due to (2.3) we have
(Dt + L)v ≥ −IΓ, a.e. in Q, (2.6)
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and, then, by this and the parabolic Alexandrov estimate (see Theorem 2.2.4
of [7]) we conclude
v(s, x) ≤ µs,x(Γ).
Now (2.2) follows from (2.5).
Further, observe that τs ≤ r
2. By this and (2.2) we obtain
δr2 < µs,x(Γ) = Es,x Iγs<τs
∫ τs
0
I(s+t,xt)∈Γ dt ≤ r
2 Ps,x(γs < τs),
and this proves the claim.

3. Proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 1.9, and 1.11
We prove the theorems in the following order: 1.11, 1.7, 1.9, 1.1, 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. We follow the argument of [8].
Denote
ρ((s1, x1), (s2, x2)) = |s1 − s2|
1/2 + |x1 − x2|.
By Lemma 2.2 we may assume that r = 1 and (t0, x0) = (0, 0).
We will show that for any R ∈ (0, 1/2] and a cylinder Q2R(s˜0, x˜0) ⊂ Q2,
|u(s1, x1)− u(s2, x2)| ≤ NR
α sup
Q2R(s˜0,x˜0)
|u|, ∀(si, xi) ∈ Q2R(s˜0, x˜0), (3.1)
where N and α depend only on d, ν,K. After that one finishes the argument
as follows. If ρ((s1, x1), (s2, x2)) ≤ 1/2 we obtain (1.9) by using (3.1) with
R = ρ((s1, x1), (s2, x2)), s˜0 = s1 ∧ s2, x˜0 = (x1 + x2)/2.
Otherwise, (1.9) trivially holds with N = 21+α.
Next, by Lemma 2.2 we may assume that (s˜0, x˜0) = 0. Replacing u with
c1u+ c2, c1, c2 ∈ R if necessary, we may assume that
sup
(s,x)∈Q¯R
u(s, x) = 1, inf
(s,x)∈Q¯R
u(s, x) = −1. (3.2)
|{(s, x) ∈ Q¯2R : u(s, x) ≤ 0}| ≥ |Q2R|/2. (3.3)
Let
Γ ⊂ {(s, x) ∈ Q¯2R : u(s, x) ≤ 0}
be a compact set such that
|Γ| > (3/8)|Q2R |.
Let δ(d, ν,K, q,κ) be the constant from Lemma 2.4 with q = 3/8,κ =
3/4, r = 2R and let
Qˆ = [0, 9R2/8]× B¯3R/2
be the cylinder Qqκr2,κr from Lemma 2.4. Then, there exists a point (s, x) ∈
Q¯R such that
u(s, x) > 1− δ/2. (3.4)
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Further, for the sake of convenience, we denote γ = τs(Q2R \ Γ). Thanks to
the fact that u is harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on Q2R we have
u(s, x) = Es,xu(s+ γ, xγ)(Iγ=τs(Q2R) + Iγ<τs(Q2R)). (3.5)
Since Γ is a closed set, u(s + γ, xγ)Iγ<τs(Q2R) ≤ 0 Ps,x a.s. Using this and
(3.4), we obtain
1− δ/2 < u(s, x) ≤ Ps,x(γ = τs(Q2R)) sup
Q¯2R
u ≤ (1− δ) sup
Q¯2R
u. (3.6)
The last inequality follows from Lemma 2.4 because (s, x) ∈ Q¯R ⊂ Qˆ. By
(3.6) combined with (3.2) we get
oscQ¯2Ru ≥ N oscQ¯R u,
where
N =
1− 3 δ/4
1− δ
> 1, oscQ¯Ru = 2.
By an iteration argument this implies (1.9).
Proof of Theorem 1.7.
Theorem 1.7 is a direct corollary of Example 1.10 and Theorem 1.11.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. By the continuity theorem for characteristic
functions it suffices to prove that for any ξ ∈ Rd
φ(s, x) = Es,x exp(iξ
jxjT )
is continuous at every point (s, x) ∈ Rd+1.
Let |s1−s2|, |x1−x2| < 1. Denote h = s2−s1 and assume that h ∈ (0, T ).
By the triangle inequality we only need to estimate I1 = |φ(s1, x1) −
φ(s1, x2)| and I2 = |φ(s1, x2)− φ(s2, x2)|. First, by Theorem 1.7
I1 ≤ N(d, ν,K, r)|x1 − x2|
α.
Next, for any (s, x)
ψ(s, x) = |Es,x exp(iξ
jxjT )−Es,x exp(iξ
jxjT−h)|
≤ N(d, ξ)(Es,x|xT − xT−h|
2)1/2.
By Lemma 2.1 and isometry of stochastic integral
Es,x|xT − xT−h|
2 ≤ N(d, ν,K)(h + h2). (3.7)
Further, by the Markov property
φ(s1, x) = Es1,xEs2,xh exp(iξ
jxjT−h)
and, hence,
I2 ≤ ψ(s2, x2) + I˜2,
where
I˜2 = |Es1,x2(Es2,xh exp(iξ
jxjT−h)− Es2,x2 exp(iξ
jxjT−h))|
Note that by Theorem 1.7
I˜2 ≤ N(d, ν,K, ξ)(Es1 ,x2 |xh − x2|
α + Ps1,x2(|xh − x2| ≥ 1)),
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and, then, by Chebyshov’s inequality and (3.7)
I˜2 ≤ N(h
α/2 + h1/2 + h).
This combined with the estimate of I1 and ψ(s2, x2) proves the validity of
the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For s ∈ [0, T ) and x ∈ Rd we denote
u(s, x) = Exf(xT−s).
Thanks to the strong Markov property for any stopping time τ ≤ T relative
to (Nt, t ≥ 0)
u(s, x) = Exu(s+ τ, xτ ).
Repeating word-for-word the argument of the proof of Theorem 1.11 we con-
clude that the function satisfies the estimate (1.9). The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let P˜s,x be the distribution of the process
(s + t, xt), t ≥ 0 on (Ω˜, N˜∞). By Lemma 2.1 and Itoˆ’s formula for any
φ ∈ C20 (R
d+1) (1.6) holds.
Next, by by Theorem 1.1 the function E˜s,x exp(iξ
jxjT ) = Ex exp(iξ
jxjT ) is
continuous on Rd+1 for any ξ ∈ Rd, and, hence, by the continuity theorem
P˜s,x is a Feller family of probability measures. Then, by Theorem 3.10 of
[3] Y˜ = (ωt,∞, N˜t, P˜s,x) is a strong Markov process. Thus, we constructed
a strong Markov quasi diffusion process Y (Dt + L) = Y˜ .
Now we derive the desired assertion from Theorem 1.11. Note that for
any x ∈ G := B3r/2,
u(x) =
∫
∂G
u(y)piG(x, dy), (3.8)
where piG(x,A) is defined in Example 1.3. Hence, we only need to prove the
claim for u(x) = piG(x,A), A ∈ B
d. Let T > 4 and denote
QT = [0, T ) ×G, AT = [0, T )× (A ∩ ∂G).
Due to Example 1.10 the function
vT (s, x) := P˜s,x((s+ τs(QT ), xτs(QT )) ∈ AT ) = Px(xτG ∈ A ∩ ∂G, τG < T )
is harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on QT . Then, by Theorem 1.11
|vT (0, x)− vT (0, y)| ≤ N |x− y|
α, x, y ∈ B¯r/2, (3.9)
where N and α depend only on d, ν and K. Recall that for any x ∈ G we
have τG <∞ Px a.s., and, then, for any s ≥ 0,
lim
T→∞
vT (s, x) = piG(x,A), x ∈ BR. (3.10)
Passing to the limit in (3.9) we prove the assertion.
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4. Proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.12
First we prove an auxiliary result which first assertion is a variant of
Theorem 9.5.1 of [11], and the second one is a version of Lemma 9.5.3 of
[11]. We follow the argument of [11] very closely.
Lemma 4.1. Let q ∈ (0, 1], and Uq(Q1) be the set of nonnegative Borel
measurable functions u such that
• there exists a cylinder QR(s, x) ⊃ Q¯1, an operator L ∈ L
t
ν,K , and
a strong Markov process Y (Dt + Y ) such that u is harmonic for
Y (Dt + L) on QR(s, x),
• |{(t, x) ∈ Q1 : u(t, x) ≥ 1}| ≥ q|Q1|.
We introduce a quantity
p(q) = inf
u∈Uq(Q1)
|u(0, 0)|
which is akin to capacity from the classical potential theory. Then, the
following assertions hold.
(i) p(q) ∈ (0, 1] and p(q)→ 1 as q → 1.
(ii) Let (ti, xi) ∈ R
d+1, i = 0, 1, r ∈ (0, 1], R > 0, κ > 0, and Q¯r(t0, x0) ⊂
QR(t1, t2) and L ∈ L
t
ν,K . Let v be a nonnegative function harmonic for
X(L) on QR(t1, x1) such that |{(t, x) ∈ Qr(t0, x0) : v(t, x) ≤ κ}| ≥ q|Qr|.
Then,
v(t0, x0) ≤ p(q)κ+ (1− p(q)) max
Q¯r(t0,x0)
v.
Proof. (i) By definition, p(q) ≥ 0. Since u ≡ 1 belongs to Uq(Q1), we have
p(q) ≤ 1.
Fix any u ∈ Uq(Q1). To prove the second claim we only need to show
that, for any ε > 0 there exists q such that u(0, 0) ≥ 1− ε. We may assume
that u(0, 0) < 1. Denote
φ(t, x) = 1− t− |x|2, Q˜ = {(t, x) ∈ Q1 : φ(t, x) > u(t, x)}.
By Theorem 1.11 u is a continuous function on Q¯1, and, then, Q˜ is an open
set. Since, 1 = φ(0, 0) > u(0, 0), we have Q˜ 6= ∅. Further, since φ ≤ 0
outside of Q1 and u is nonnegative, we conclude that ∂pQ˜ ⊂ Q1, and
u = φ on ∂pQ˜. (4.1)
By this, {(t, x) ∈ Q1 : u(t, x) ≥ 1} ⊂ Q1 \ Q˜, and, hence, |Q˜| ≤ (1− q)|Q1|.
Next, note that
Lφ(t, x) = −1− 2bi(t, x)xi − 2tr a ≥ −1−Kd− 2dν−1, (t, x) ∈ Q1.
This combined with Itoˆ’s formula yields
1 = φ(0, 0) = E0,0φ(τ0(Q˜), xτ0(Q˜))− E
∫ τ0(Q˜)
0
Lφ(t, xt) dt
≤ E0,0φ(τ0(Q˜), xτ0(Q˜)) +NE
∫ τ0(Q1)
0
I(t,xt)∈Q˜ dt.
(4.2)
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By Theorem 2.2.4 of [7] the last integral is less than
N |Q˜|1/(d+1) ≤ N(1− q)1/(d+1)|Q1|
1/(d+1).
By (4.1) and the fact that u is harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on Q1 we have
E0,0φ(τ0(Q˜), xτ0(Q˜)) = u(0, 0).
Combining this (4.2) with we obtain
u(0, 0) ≥ 1−N(1− q)1/(d+1)|Q1|
1/(d+1),
and this proves the assertion (i).
(ii) By virtue of Lemma 2.2 we may assume that r = 1, (t0, x0) = (0, 0),
and then, v ∈ Uq(Q1). Obviously, the claim holds if κ ≥ maxQ1 v, and,
hence, we may assume that κ < maxQ1 v.
Next, denote v˜ = (maxQ1 v − κ)
−1(maxQ1 v − v) and observe that v˜ is
a nonnegative function harmonic for Y (Dt + L) on A such that {(t, x) ∈
Q1 : v(t, x) ≤ κ}| = |{(t, x) ∈ Q1 : v˜(t, x) ≥ 1}. Since v˜ ∈ Uq(Q1), we have
v˜(0, 0) ≥ p(q), and this finishes the proof.
Proof Theorem 1.12. We repeat the proof of Theorem 9.6.1 almost
verbatim. First, we exclude the trivial case u(4, 0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2 we
may assume that t0 = 0, x0 = 0, and r = 1. Next, let n be the constant
from Lemma 2.3 with κ = 1/4 and ε ∈ (0, 1]. By Lemma 4.1 it is possible
to find q ∈ (0, 1) such that
p(q) > (2n − 1)(2n − 1/2)−1. (4.3)
We denote Q0(4, 0) = (4, 0), and for r ∈ [0, 1) we set
m(r) = max
(t,x)∈Q¯r(4,0)
u(t, x), f(r) = (1− r)−nu(4, 0).
Obviously, f is continuous on [0, 1), and f(r) → ∞ as r ↑ 1. The function
m is a continuous function on [0, 1], because so is u on Q¯3/2(4, 0) thanks to
Theorem 1.11. This combined with the fact that m(0) = f(0) implies the
existence of the greatest root of the equation m(r) = f(r) which we denote
by r0.
Due to the continuity of u, there exists a point (t1, x1) ∈ Q¯r0(4, 0) such
thatm(r0) = u(t1, x1). Observe thatQ := Q¯(1−r0)/2(t1, x1) ⊂ Q¯(1+r0)/2(4, 0),
and, since (1 + r0)/2 > r0, we get
max
Q
u < 2nu(4, 0)(1 − r0)
−n = 2nf(r0). (4.4)
Denote Γ = {(t, x) ∈ Q : u(t, x) ≥ 2−1f(r0)}. We claim that
|Γ| ≥ (1− q)|Q|. (4.5)
Assume that the contrary holds. Since u is harmonic for Y (Dt+L) on Q8,2,
by Lemma 4.1 (ii) with r = (1 − r0)/2, κ = 2
−1f(r0) combined with (4.4)
we have
f(r0) = u(t1, x1) ≤ p(q)2
−1f(r0) + (1− p(q))max
Q
u
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≤ (p(q)2−1 + (1− p(q))2n)f(r0).
This contradicts (4.3), and, hence, (4.5) holds.
Next, denote τ = τt1(Q8,2 \ Γ). Using the fact that u is a nonnegative
harmonic function combined with (4.4), for any x ∈ B(1−r0)/2(x1) we get
u(t1, x) ≥ Et1,xu(t1 + τ, xτ )Iτ<τt1 (Q8,2)
≥ 2−1f(r0)Pt1,x(τ < τt1(Q8,2)).
Combining this with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 we get
inf
x∈B¯(1−r0)/4(x1)
u(t1, x) ≥ δ(1 − r0)
−n2−1u(4, 0).
Now the desired assertion is derived from Lemma 2.3 in the following way:
inf
x∈B¯2−ε
u(0, x) ≥ N4−n(1− r0)
n inf
x∈B¯(1−r0)/4(x1)
u(t1, x)
≥ Nδ2−3n−1u(4, 0).

Proof of Theorem 1.5. It follows from (3.8) that it suffices to prove
the theorem for u(x) = piG(x,A), G = B3r/2, A ∈ B
d.
Next, let T > 2(3r/2)2 be a number and d vT (s, x) be a function defined
in the proof of Theorem 1.4. Observe that by Theorem 1.12 we have
vT (r
2, x0) ≤ N(d, ν,K) inf
x∈B¯r/4(x0)
vT (0, x).
Now the theorem follows from (3.10).
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